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K. TSO defined in Q x [RN x [RNn. For simplicity we shall assume the boundary of Q is smooth. By a nonlinear symmetric positive system we mean the linearised system of (0 .1 ) at a fixed u where Aj, j = 1, ... , n and B are respectively the N x N matrices x, u, V u and 2014 (x, u, V M) is a linear symmetric positive system. aZk Suppose that Fi (x, 0, 0)=0. One is asked to solve (0.1) for small solutions satisfying certain homogeneous boundary conditions when f is small. We shall study the existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence on f of the solutions in a rather detailed way. Besides, it is intended to obtain results under the weakest differentiability condition onf. (0 .1 ) was studied by Moser [11] in the periodic case. He proved that when f is continuously differentiable up to l-th order where I> max 2014+6, ' 15 and is uniformly small, then there exists a C2-solution of (0.1). Although we are concerned with boundary conditions, our results clearly apply to periodic case. We'll show that for + 2 and f is small in the Sobolev space HB there exists a solution of (0.1) which is small in C2 (Q).
Before going further, let's review the linear theory of symmetric positive systems which was introduced by K. O. Friedrich in 1958 [1] as a unified treatment for equations of different types and was studied by many authors. See, for instance, [ 1 ] , [2] , [7] , [8] , [14] , and [15] . A Nash [12] , Moser [10] , [ 11 ] , Hormander [5] , and others. We refer to the survey article by Hamilton [4] for its other applications. For solving (0 . 1 ), a simple scheme due to Moser [10] works as well. However, it doesn't give the optimal result and doesn't yield smooth solutions (see Section 5) .
We shall use the Nash-Hormander scheme to construct a sequence of approximate solutions begining with uo = 0. In doing so it involves solving (0.2) for u near to 0. Since from (0.4) we see that the positivity of (0.2) involves the second derivatives of u and we don't have any relevant a priori bounds, in view of (0. 5) and Sobolev [3] . We [5] . Also we point out that due to our choice of 8k the condition (iv) in Theorem A.10 in [5] which involves the derivative of Se u in 03B8 is not needed. Such choice was used in [6] .
We begin the proof of Theorem [7] , [14] , and [15] . However, in all of those arguments the 357 . SYMMETRIC POSITIVE SYSTEMS largeness of b involes the bounds of the derivatives of coefficients with order higher than one. Thus, they don't give the best result.
QUASILINEAR SYSTEMS
In the following we study quasi-linear systems. We'll follow the formulation of Gu [3] : Consider where Aj are symmetric and I is the N x N identity matrix. Consequently for a further restriction on the smallness of n f Hm + 2 we have t ) u(f1)-u(f2) ~03B3-~~C~~f1-f2~03B3, ~>0, whenever ~f1-f2~ y is small. 
